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also, we need to know a great deal. Our inattention to
them is largely the outcome of the fact that while, over
an increasing area. State-intervention is forced upon us,
we still largely have to research the attitude of mind
characteristic of the laissez-faire period. We think of it,
that is, as a gentlemanly pursuit, undertaken by amateurs
in quest of knowledge out of a spirit of detached and
disinterested curiosity, instead of conceiving it as an
integral part of the function which the State must make
it possible to perform if its intervention is to be wise.
Partly, also, no doubt, our investigators are anarchic and
haphazard because we have not seen, in a civilization
of which the predominant spirit of those who govern is
still individualist, that knowledge, to be effective, must
be harnessed to social purposes. The best example of this
attitude is the fact that nowhere within the framework of
our legal institutions is there any body whose business it
is seriously to concern itself with the results of the opera-
tion of the law, and of its reform, in terms of those results*
That a country like Great Britain should lack both a
serious criminology and a serious penology is a sufficient
index to the cultural lag between the needs we face and
the provision "we make. Not until we bring ourselves
adequately to confront the costs implied in the positive
state will the Cabinet be in a position effectively to deal
with the problems it has to decide.
6.
The second part of Mr. Muir's indictment of the
Cabinet was its inadequacy for its task of departmental
co-ordination and, in particular, of overcoming what he
calls the "vice of departmentalism." In one way or
another it is a common accusation. Cabinet ministers, we
are told, come to their departments with but little know-
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